
Introduction:

1.Bush Hammer Disc With 3 Rollers On Werkmaster  is used to surface
creating,making bush hammered effects for grinding the surface of granite, marble, concrete
and other materials, grind into a rough surface.

2.It plays the role of anti-skid and also can play the role of decoration.rotary bush
hammer tool to expose the aggregate in concrete floors to prepare for concrete polishing.

3.The grit of bush hammer face can be adjusted and the size of adaptor decide to its
machine, other specifications can be customized according to requirements.

4.This segments of the rotary bush hammer plate is carbides, each plate has 3 rollers, each
roller has 30 grits, this bush hammer disc can be used on hand stone polishing machine.

5.Bush Hammer Disc With 3 Rollers On Werkmaster adopted the sophisticated welding
technology and selecting high quality aluminum alloy to casting, bush hammerer's grit can be
changed through the adjustment of spring elasticity on bush hammer, manual grinding
machine press. 

Features:

Bush Hammer Disc With 3 Rollers On Werkmaster usually used in the following aspects:

1.To create anti-slip surfaces.

2.For floor preparation before laying new coatings.

3.To remove old glue and resin coatings,especially thick resins.

4.Rotary bush hammer manufacturers to expose the aggregate in concrete floors to prepare
for concrete polishing.

5.To use as a scarifying machine with the advantage that it is aggressive but gentle enough
not to “dig” uncontrollably into the floor surface.

Specifications:

The normal size of Bush Hammer Disc With 3 Rollers On Werkmaster:

 Diameter  Inner Side Connection Rollers NO.  Grains NO.

 125MM  12MM 2 Pins  3 Rollers  30 Grains

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/5-Inch-Werkmaster-Bush-Hammer-Roller-Plate-For-Floor-Grinding.html


Other general dimensions of the rotary bush hammer plate:

 Model
 

 Out
Diameter  Wheel

Width  Segment Quantity 
 Connection  Remark

 Inch mm

                  
M10
M14
M16

5/8”-11
40H-50H

Φ74-3*M8
Fast Connection

Singer Layer

Double
Layer

 BW-BH12514

5 125

 3  14
 BW-BH12514  4  14
 BW-BH12520  3  20
 BW-BH12520  4  20
 BW-BH12530 5 125  3  30
 BW-BH15014 6 150  4  14
 BW-BH15020 6 150  4  20
 BW-BH15045

6 150
 3  45

 BW-BH15030  4  30
 BW-BH20045

8  200 
 4  45

 BW-BH20030  6  30
 BW-BH25045

10  250 
 5  45

 BW-BH25030  6  30
 BW-BH30045

12  300 
 6  45

 BW-BH30030  9  30
 BW-BH35045

14  350 
 9  45

 BW-BH35030  12  30 

Specially designed tools are available for any standard application. We can customize tools
as per your exact needs.

Product Details:

Rotary Bush Hammer Disc With 3 Rollers On Werkmaster :



Applicable Machines:





About Us:



Our Service:

1.Low MOQ: It can meet your trial order need well.

2.OEM Accepted: We can produce according to your sample or drawings.

3.Good Service: We treat our clients as God with high professionalism and passion.

4.Good Quality: We have strict quality control system. Good reputation in the market.

5.Fast Delivery: We have big discount from forwarder.

FAQ: 



1. What can Bush Hammers do?

Surface Prep for coatings.

Quickly expose large aggregate.

Remove hard coatings and overlays.

2.Do you provide many kinds of Bush hammer tool?

We provide 30s, 45s, 60s and other various bush hammer wheels, as well as multi-brand floor
lychee surface grinding blocks and grinding discs.

3.Will the teeth of the bush hammer roller fall off

of course not,We use high-strength flux to weld the carbide tip to the grinding wheel. The
grinding wheel is sturdy and durable, with a long life, and the tip is not easy to fall off.

Contact Us: 

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220

Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

Lyon Chang


